
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Cellen är den fundamentala byggstenen som bygger upp alla livsformer på jorden. I en cell 

finns en stor mängd olika proteiner som alla har olika funktioner för att upprätthålla livet. 

Cellen tillverkar hela tiden nya proteiner för att kunna överleva och växa, och ansvarig för 

denna produktion är ett stort proteinkomplex som kallas för ribosomen. För att kunna 

producera proteiner snabbt och effektivt, kräver ribosomen hjälp från många andra faktorer i 

cellen. En av dessa är Trigger Factor (TF) som ser till att det nytillverkade proteinet får rätt 

form. Detta är viktigt eftersom felveckade proteiner inte kan utöva sin avsedda funktion i 

cellen.  

TF binder till ribosomer som är aktiverade för proteintillverkning, men det är inte helt klarlagt 

hur många olika proteiner som behöver hjälp att veckas rätt och således hur ofta TF sitter fast 

på ribosomer. Mycket forskning har gjorts för att försöka besvara detta, men resultaten 

kommer från experiment där man har plockat ut ribosomer och TF från celler och mätt hur de 

interagerar i ett isolerat system. Cellen är väldigt komplex och därför är inte alltid sådana 

experiment representativa. En bättre beskrivning fås om man kan mäta interaktionerna i sin 

rätta miljö, nämligen inuti levande celler. På senare år har många metoder utvecklats som 

möjliggör just detta.  

I det här arbetet mättes TF:s interaktioner med ribosomer i levande celler. Med hjälp av 

mikroskopi följde jag hur TF rör sig inuti cellen. Ribosomer är mycket större än TF, så om TF 

sitter fast på en ribosom, rör den sig långsammare än om den åker runt fritt i cellen. Genom 

att mäta hur ofta och hur länge TF rör sig långsamt, kunde jag få direkta mätningar på hur ofta 

TF binder ribosomer och hur länge den sitter fast. Jag kunde särskilja på två olika typer av 

beteenden. TF verkar leta efter ribosomer som producerar proteiner vilka kräver hjälp från TF 

genom att snabbt binda och lossna till alla ribosomer. När den hittar en som behöver hjälp 

sitter den fast i ungefär 0.7 sekunder innan den släpper igen, och detta händer i omkring 50% 

av fallen. 

Det här arbetet beskriver hur TF interagerar med proteinproducerande ribosomer. Men TF är 

bara en av många faktorer som interagerar med komplexet. Genom att använda samma 

metodik och följa andra faktorer, kan man kartlägga hur dessa samverkar i levande celler, och 

därmed öka förståelsen för de fundamentala delarna i proteinsyntesen. Denna kartläggning 

kan leda till nya insikter som bland annat kan förklara mekanismer bakom sjukdomar 

orsakade av felveckade proteiner, t.ex. Alzheimers och Parkinsons, såväl som till 

metodutveckling för att effektivisera t.ex. läkemedelsproduktion.  
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1 Introduction 

Protein folding from linear polypeptides into functional proteins is essential for all living 

cells. In the cellular environment, spontaneous folding is often inefficient and error-prone 

(Hoffmann et al. 2010). Most proteins need assistance by other proteins known as chaperones 

in order to obtain their functional fold in the cell. Chaperones can assist in numerous ways: 

either by stabilizing intermediate folds, preventing aggregation or by solubilising protein 

aggregates (Camberg et al. 2013).  

Trigger Factor (TF) is a ribosome-associated chaperone found in bacteria and chloroplasts. It 

is the first chaperone to interact with newly synthesized proteins and assists folding of the 

nascent peptide chain as it emerges from the ribosome exit tunnel (Hoffmann et al. 2010). 

Although much is known about the kinetics and functions of TF on a molecular level, most 

results are based on in vitro studies on reconstituted systems which cannot fully mimic the 

complexity of interactions in the crowded environment that is the cell. It is therefore of 

interest to determine the kinetics of TF in vivo. Single-particle approaches have gained 

increasing power for studying dynamics such as diffusion and binding kinetics of 

biomolecules in living cells. These methods are powerful in detecting transient states that are 

otherwise hidden in the averaging effect of conventional kinetics experiments (Elf & 

Barkefors 2019). 

In 2016, Yang et al. presented single-particle tracking (SPT) dynamics of TF in live E. coli by 

fusing TF with the fluorescent protein mEos3.2. However, due to a low photostability of 

mEos3.2, each particle could only be tracked for a short time, resulting in uncertainties 

regarding the obtained kinetics. A refined description of the in vivo dynamics of TF and its 

interplay with the ribosome can be obtained by using a more photostable fluorescent probe, 

allowing tracking for longer time periods. One such probe is the HaloTag protein. HaloTag is 

not fluorescent by itself, but binds organic dyes covalently, allowing for an enhanced 

photostability and brightness compared to conventional fluorescent proteins. (Los et al. 2008)  

TF’s interaction with ribosomes is one important part in the quest to fully understand how 

different processing proteins interact with the growing polypeptide chain during translation. A 

complete understanding of the translation machinery has important biotechnical and medical 

applications, e.g., in designing novel antibiotics, for understanding the mechanisms behind 

diseases related to protein misfolding, or simply in creating more efficient expression systems 

for recombinant protein production. 
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1.1 Aim of project 

The aim of this project was to characterize the binding interactions of TF with translating 

ribosomes in E. coli by single-particle tracking (SPT). By fusing TF with the fluorescent 

probe HaloTag, fluorescence microscopy was used to track the diffusion of TF over time. 

Trajectories from single particles were fit to a Hidden Markov-based model that describes 

different diffusion states of TF, which could be used as direct measurements of TF’s 

ribosome-binding activity. 

1.2 Background 

1.2.1 Structural overview of TF 

TF is a 48 kDa protein with an elongated shape. The N-terminal domain contains the 

ribosome-binding motif that facilitates binding of TF to protein L23 on the 50S ribosomal 

subunit (Kramer et al. 2002). The C-terminal domain is situated in the center of the structure 

and conducts the major chaperone activity. It shapes the body of the protein and has two arm-

like structures that form a cavity over the peptide exit tunnel when TF is ribosome-bound. 

This central cavity is the major substrate binding surface. It contains some hydrophobic 

patches but also hydrophilic residues, suggesting that TF can interact with substrates both via 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions. Structural data indicates that TF is highly flexible. 

Thus, it is suggested that TF, with its flexibility and mixed surface characteristics, can 

accommodate a broad range of chaperone activities (Hoffmann et al. 2010).   

1.2.2 TF is a multifunctional chaperone protein 

Though many studies have characterized TF’s chaperone activities, the mechanisms behind 

these activities are still uncertain (Liu et al. 2019). It is believed that, when TF is ribosome-

bound, the C-terminal domain binds aggregation-prone hydrophobic stretches of the emerging 

nascent peptide chain and prevents misfolding during on-going protein synthesis (Figure 1a). 

The nascent chain’s interaction with TF slows the folding process down, making it slower but 

more efficient (Balchin et al. 2016). TF seems to be especially important for the folding of 

multidomain proteins (Liu et al. 2019).  

The gene encoding TF, tig, is not essential, although some studies report that a tig knockout 

leads to an increased sensitivity to osmotic stress (Oh et al. 2011). However, the double gene 

knockout ∆dnaK∆tig is lethal at temperatures over 30°C (Genevaux et al. 2004). DnaK is 

another chaperone protein found in E. coli important for preventing protein aggregation under 

heat stress. In the absence of TF, the expression of DnaK is upregulated. These findings 

suggest that, although the mechanisms of action are different, TF and DnaK have overlapping 

chaperone functions in vivo (Hoffmann et al. 2010). This was demonstrated by a TF mutant in 

which residues 44-46, FRK, on the N-terminal domain were exchanged to AAA. The mutant 

lost the ability to bind to L23, and in a ∆dnaK strain, the mutant could only compensate the 

loss of DnaK and wild-type TF up to 32°C (Kramer et al. 2002). However, the mutant is able 
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to prevent protein aggregation in the aforementioned strain, implying that TF displays some 

chaperone functions independent of its ribosome association. Moreover, TF co-purifies with a 

number of cytosolic proteins, suggesting that TF not only assists in de novo folding on the 

ribosome, but also that it aids in assembly of protein complexes, see Figure 1d (Martinez-

Hackert & Hendrickson 2009).  

Experiments in solution show that TF forms a homodimer in the absence of ribosomes or 

other TF substrates in vitro (Figure 1c). In the dimer structure, the N-terminal ribosome-

binding domain of one TF interacts with the C-terminal substrate-binding domain of the other. 

The apparent affinity for the dimer conformation is 2.5 µM. The dimer may play a role in vivo 

as a storage form to avoid unspecific substrate binding if there are no free ribosomes or other 

substrates present. (Morgado et al. 2017) 

 
Figure 1. Proposed functions of TF in vivo. (a) TF binds to translating ribosomes, RNCs, by docking to protein L23 on the 

50S ribosomal subunit. The dissociation rate is substrate dependent. (b) TF binds 50S subunits and vacant ribosomes with 

higher dissociation rates than ribosomes translating TF targets. (c) in vitro experiments indicate that TF forms homodimers 

with low affinity in solution. (d) free TF can bind polypeptides and proteins. 

1.2.3 TF’s interaction with ribosomes is dynamic and substrate-dependent 

It is believed that TF has the ability to interact with most nascent peptide chains emerging 

from the exit tunnel of translating ribosomes. A translating ribosome that displays a nascent 

chain from the exit tunnel is referred to as a ribosome-nascent chain complex (RNC). The 

binding affinity vary depending on the length and chemical properties of the emerging chain. 

The KD of TF to RNCs can decrease by 10 to 20-fold for ribosomes translating TF targets 

compared to non-targets and vacant ribosomes (Raine et al. 2006). A selective ribosome 

profiling study gave additional insight into the target specificity of TF. It was shown that on 

TF-bound ribosomes, mRNAs of varying nature can be found but importantly, mRNAs 

encoding outer membrane proteins are overrepresented. Moreover, TF binds stably to 

ribosomes only after ca. 100 amino acids have been translated (Oh et al. 2011). 
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The binding cycle of TF to ribosomes is highly dynamic. The low affinity to vacant ribosomes 

or RNCs which do not translate TF targets allows TF to exert a sampling behaviour until it 

identifies a target, at which the affinity to the RNC is increased. Recent studies showed that 

the binding and unbinding cycle is faster than previously thought. The association rate 

constant, kon, is 100 µM-1s-1 independent of whether the ribosome is vacant or if it is an RNC 

displaying either a TF target or non-target. However, the dissociation rate constant, koff, varies 

greatly. On vacant ribosomes or non-TF target RNCs, koff is reported to be 12 s-1, whereas for 

RNCs displaying the TF target Outer Membrane Protein A (OmpA), koff is reduced to 0.4 s-1. 

This relative difference in binding is in line with a previously observed 10-fold difference in 

dissociation constants on vacant ribosomes compared to TF-target RNCs. (Bornemann et al. 

2014) 

1.2.4 Basics of SPT 

Over the years, in vitro experiments on isolated reconstituted systems have been instrumental 

in deducing the mechanisms behind biochemical processes central to the basis of life. 

However, the cellular machineries co-operate in a finely tuned and highly complex manner 

that cannot be sufficiently described in an isolated in vitro environment. Instead, single-

particle approaches have gained increasing power for studying biomolecules in living cells. 

These methods are powerful in detecting transient states that are otherwise hidden in the 

averaging effect of conventional biochemical kinetics experiments (Elf & Barkefors 2019). 

One such method is single particle tracking by means of super-resolution fluorescence 

microscopy, where a particle of interest is fluorescently labelled. The position of the 

fluorescence signal is recorded over time, giving information about the movement of the 

labelled particle inside the living cell.  

In order to extract quantitative data from the fluorescence movies, a trajectory of the same 

spot over a series of consecutive frames needs to be extracted. This requires the ability to link 

the position and identity of one spot in one frame to the corresponding spot at a new position 

in the next frame. This is not a trivial task, partly because there are many fluorescently 

labelled particles in each cell, and the higher the signal density, the bigger the risk of 

trajectory misconnections (Kuhn et al. 2021). Several algorithms have been developed for 

tracking of labelled biomolecules. One such algorithm is called uTrack, which handles some 

of the main issues in SPT, e.g., high particle density and temporary particle disappearance due 

to particles moving out of the focal plane (Jaqaman et al. 2008). Although powerful, tracking 

algorithms are challenged by the dependence on empirical parameters which will affect the 

tracking results. For example, the search radius allowed for identifying the same spot in a 

consecutive image, which is often determined based on visual aspects, can affect the results of 

trajectory building much depending on the inherent diffusion rate of the particles (Kuhn et al. 

2021). 

Since the labelled particles are confined within cells, the microscopy images need to be 

processed and segmented to find the boundaries of each individual cell before the tracking 
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algorithm is performed. The image pre-processing, cell segmentation and fluorescent spot 

detection used in the analysis pipeline of this work was performed using previously developed 

algorithms (Loy & Zelinsky 2003, Ranefall et al. 2016, Lindén et al. 2017). In principle, the 

cell boundaries are identified by taking a phase contrast image of the cells. Another camera 

then takes a bright-field image focused on the middle of the cells followed by acquisition of 

the fluorescent images at the same focal depth, making sure the fluorescent spots are recorded 

in the middle of the cell. The phase contrast image, from which the cells are segmented, is 

then aligned with the bright-field and fluorescent frames and the cell boundaries are 

superimposed onto the fluorescent images.  

1.2.5 Diffusion as a means to determine reaction kinetics 

Once trajectories have been built, they can be used to determine the diffusional behaviour of 

the particles. Particles display random movements, diffusion, and the characteristics of the 

diffusion depend on many factors, e.g., particle size, temperature and pressure. These 

characteristics are described by the diffusion constant, D (SI unit µm2s-1), meaning that 

changes in the diffusional behaviour e.g., due to a change in particle size, is observed by a 

change in the value of D. For a protein like TF, one can expect a considerable difference in D 

depending on whether it is free or bound to the large complex that is the ribosome, Figure 2. 

A simple model with two different diffusion states representing a particle being bound or free 

can then be used to deduce the binding kinetics, since the time spent in the slow state is a 

direct measurement of the particle being bound.  

 
Figure 2. Illustration of how changes in diffusion of a particle is related to its biological activity. If TF goes from a 

behaviour of fast diffusion (D1) to a state of slower diffusion (D2), it is implied that TF has bound to a larger complex such 

as the ribosome. The effective increase in particle size causes the ribosome-bound TF to diffuse slower. The time spent in the 

slow diffusion state is a direct measurement of TF’s ribosome binding. 

In order to extract these diffusion properties from the trajectories, a variational Bayesian 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based algorithm, vbSPT, can be used (Persson et al. 2013). 

Given the experimental data, the algorithm models the trajectories as memoryless 

(Markovian) transitions between a pre-defined number of discrete hidden states, each 

representing different diffusion constants. The average dwell time in each diffusion state is 

given by the probability of exiting a diffusive state (Volkov et al. 2018). 
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Although a powerful method, one of its drawbacks is the problem of model overfitting. The 

algorithm takes high-dimension trajectory data and squeezes it into a lower dimension model. 

Models with a higher number of diffusive states tend to fit the trajectory data better (Volkov 

et al. 2018). However, the model with many diffusion states might be too complex to sensibly 

describe the biological situation. There is a balance between choosing a low-dimension model 

with an interpretable biological relevance but with poorly fitted data, and choosing a higher-

dimension model with a good data fit but that splits diffusion states representing the same 

biological function. It is therefore important to perform control experiments to validate the 

relevance of the chosen diffusion model (Elf & Barkefors 2019).  

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Method overview 

The aim of this project was to track fluorescently labelled TF in vivo. TF was labelled by 

genetically fusing it to the HaloTag protein, creating the TF-HaloTag fusion. HaloTag is not 

fluorescent by itself, but covalently binds the fluorescent organic dye Janelia Fluor 549 (JF-

549) with high specificity. JF-549 is cell-permeable and was added to the cells before 

imaging, followed by washing steps to remove any unbound JF-549. The cells were then 

plated on agarose pads and imaged using fluorescence microscopy, see Figure 3. For details 

on sample preparation and microscopy setup, see Appendix B.  

 
Figure 3. Overview of sample preparation and microscopy workflow for tracking of TF-HaloTag in E. coli. 

A tig:halotag fusion gene construct was expressed chromosomally in the E. coli MG1655 

strain (see 2.2). Additionally, a MG1655 strain with a tig gene deletion (∆tig) was created for 

use in various control experiments. The TF-HaloTag fusion was tracked and analysed as 

described in section 2.5. In order to verify the obtained diffusion model and connect each of 

the diffusion states to a biological function of TF, control SPT experiments were conducted 

on a variety of cells:   
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• Cells expressing TF-HaloTag at higher levels than endogenous TF expression 

• Cells expressing TF-HaloTag at lower levels than endogenous TF expression 

• Cells treated with rifampicin, an antibiotic which inhibits transcription, leading 

reduced mRNA translation levels 

• Cells expressing the FRK/AAA TF-HaloTag mutant, disabled in ribosome-binding 

• Cells overexpressing a polypeptide of 5 amino acids, MRLFV, creating a larger 

population of TF non-target RNCs 

• Cells overexpressing a known TF-target, OmpA 

2.2 Growth conditions 

In general, cell cultures were started by inoculation of a cell glycerol stock in 5 ml Luria 

Broth (LB) and appropriate antibiotics (kanamycin 50 µg/ml, carbenicillin 100 µg/ml, 

spectinomycin 50 µg/ml) and incubated at 37°C with 200 rpm shaking for ca. 15 hours. The 

overnight culture was diluted 1:100 in fresh LB supplemented with antibiotics and incubated 

at 37°C 200 rpm until an appropriate OD600 for the specific purpose was reached. 

2.3 Construction of bacterial strains and plasmids 

For all cloning purposes, PCRs were performed using Q5-high-fidelity DNA polymerase 

(NEB) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Primers were designed using SnapGene, 

sequences are found in Appendix A. 

2.3.1 Construction of plasmids 

All plasmids used in this work and their respective gene products are listed in Table 1. For 

details on the plasmid design, see Appendix A. All assembled plasmids were verified by 

Sanger Sequencing.  

Table 1. Plasmids used in this work and their corresponding gene products 

Plasmid name Gene product 

pQE30lacIq_tig_halotag IPTG-inducible TF-HaloTag 

pQE30lacIq_tig_halotag_mut IPTG-inducible TF-HaloTag with FRK/AAA 

mutation 

pET3c_MRcguLFV1 MRLFV peptide expressed by T7-RNA polymerase 

pET3c_ompA OmpA expressed by T7-RNA polymerase 

pCS62 Arabinose-inducible T7-RNA polymerase 

1 previously constructed by colleagues in the lab (Volkov et al. 2018) 
2 a gift from Matthew Bennet (Addgene #55752) 
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2.3.2 Creating MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR and MG1655∆tig-kanR strains 

For creating the chromosomally manipulated strains, λ-red assisted recombineering was used 

(Datsenko & Wanner 2000). This technique allows for site-directed insertion of heterologous 

genes and deletion of endogenous genes on the bacterial chromosome. In short, a DNA 

cassette containing genes that are to be inserted is created using PCR with overhangs 

complementary to the sequence of the chromosome at which the cassette is to be inserted. For 

MG1655∆tig-kanR, the tig gene was replaced on the chromosome by a cassette containing a 

kanamycin resistance gene, kanR. For MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR, a cassette containing the 

halotag gene and kanR gene was inserted exactly downstream of the tig gene in such a way 

that the natural stop codon of tig was removed, creating a genetic fusion of tig:halotag, with a 

1-Gly linker between the genes (see Figure 4). For details on the experimental procedure, see 

Appendix A. The recombineered strains were verified by Sanger Sequencing. The intactness 

of the TF-HaloTag protein fusion was verified by SDS-PAGE, see Appendix C. 

 
Figure 4. Genetic maps of recombineered chromosomes. Black lines implicate which part of the MG1655 chromosome 

the cassette overhangs are homologous to. (a) deletion of tig by insertion of kanR, resulting in the MG1655∆tig-kanR strain. 

(b) insertion of halotag and kanR, resulting in the MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR strain. 

2.3.3 Construction of strains for control experiments 

For the control experiments listed on page 16, the plasmids in Table 1 were inserted into the 

recombineered strains by means of electroporation.  

In order to track TF-HaloTag in cells at varying expression levels, pQE30lacIq_tig_halotag 

was inserted into MG1655-∆tig-kanR and the expression levels were tuned by varying 

Isopropyl β-d-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) concentrations. For tracking of the TF-

HaloTag FRK/AAA mutant, pQE30lacIq_tig_halotag_mut was inserted into MG1655-∆tig-

kanR. For tracking of TF-HaloTag in cells overexpressing either OmpA or the MRLFV 

peptide, the corresponding plasmids were inserted into MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR along with 

the pCS6 plasmid. Upon arabinose induction, T7-RNA polymerase is expressed from the 

pCS6 plasmid. The T7-RNA polymerase then transcribes the desired gene (ompA or MRLFV) 

on the pET3c plasmid. SPT of these strains were compared to MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR 

containing only the pCS6 plasmid to filter out any change in TF behaviour that T7 

polymerase expression may lead to.  
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2.4 Single-particle tracking and HMM analysis of trajectories 

Data processing and analysis was performed using a MATLAB-based pipeline developed by 

people in the Elf and Johansson labs. The pipeline uses the algorithms mentioned in sections 

1.2.4 and 1.2.5. Trajectories were built in cells starting from the time point when not more 

than two fluorescent dots were detected in the cell in the current and remaining frames, 

allowing for two particles to be tracked per cell.  

HMM analysis of the data was performed on models with sizes ranging from 2 to 8 diffusion 

states. The output of the HMM returns the average diffusion constant D, percental occupancy 

and dwell time for each state, including standard errors estimated by bootstrapping in the 

trajectory fitting procedure. 

The models of different sizes were then compared in a bubble plot (see example in Figure 5), 

where the centre of each circle gives the state diffusion constant resolved along the x-axis and 

the circle area is proportional to the state occupancy. The different model sizes are resolved 

along the y-axis, i.e., the diffusion constants and occupancies for each model are read 

horizontally. The bubble plots were an indicator of the models’ robustness, enabling 

determination of which model size should be used to sufficiently describe the diffusion 

behaviour of TF-HaloTag.  

The data was further analysed by plotting histograms showing the distribution of dwell times 

in each diffusion state, see example in Figure 6. Dwell time histograms are commonly used 

for extracting information on underlying kinetics in single-particle experiments. The shape of 

the dwell time histogram is in principle the same as the probability density functions used for 

describing single or sequential exponential processes in the molecular system. The probability 

density function, 𝑓, of a single process is a single exponential function, equation 1. The 

probability density function of a sequential process is instead described by multiple 

exponential functions, see example in equation 2. (Sung et al. 2010) 

𝐴
𝑘
→𝐵,                  𝑓 = 𝑘𝑒−𝑘𝑡                                            (1) 

𝐴
𝑘1
→ 𝐵

𝑘2
→ 𝐶, 𝑓 =

𝑘1𝑘2
𝑘1 − 𝑘2

(𝑒−𝑘2𝑡 − 𝑒−𝑘1𝑡)           (2) 

It should be noted that these dwell time histograms only include state dwell times from 

trajectories in which a complete event is detected, i.e., the trajectory has to contain the event 

of both entering and exiting the diffusion state. For a state that includes long dwell times, the 

histograms underestimate the number of such dwell times due to limitations by trajectory 

length. An implication of how well the histogram represents the full distribution of all dwell 

times, is by comparing the mean dwell time determined from the histogram, to the average 

dwell time determined by the vbSPT algorithm. Unlike the dwell time histograms, vbSPT is 

not limited to only looking at complete events but instead is able to estimate dwell times far 
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longer than the trajectory length. If the average dwell time given by the distribution is much 

shorter than the average dwell time from vbSPT, this is an indication that the distribution 

underrepresents long dwells. This is often the case for states with longer dwell times, as the 

trajectory length is limited by e.g., photobleaching of the fluorophore. Hence in these cases, 

the dwell time distributions do not give an accurate estimation of the dwell time, but rather 

the vbSPT value should be considered. The histograms in this work were useful for 

qualitatively investigating any apparent difference between state dwell time distributions in 

the model, as different distributions imply different functional states of TF, see example in 

Figure 6.  

3 Results 

3.1 Tracking chromosomally expressed TF-HaloTag 

For tracking of TF-HaloTag at endogenous TF levels, the MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR strain 

was used. HMM analysis of a trajectory dataset containing 143 298 timesteps was fitted to 

models of sizes ranging from 2-8 diffusion states. In Figure 5 is a bubble plot showing that, 

for models with 4 states and more, a stable state around D = 3 µm2s-1 appears. The slowest 

state is split into a continuum of states where one appears to be robust below D = 0.1 µm2s-1. 

Between these two, a continuum of states appears with fluctuating diffusion constants for 

different model sizes, however the trajectories are dominantly fit to a state closer to, but 

higher than 0.1 µm2s-1. Additionally, for models with 4 states or more, a low-occupancy fast 

state around D = 35 µm2s-1 appears. A similar trend was seen in most control experiments, 

implying that the 4-state model is the simplest model that robustly describes the data.  

 
Figure 5. Bubble plot of HM-based diffusion state models for chromosomally expressed TF-HaloTag. The centre of 

each circle represents the diffusion constant of a state, resolved along the x-axis, and the circle area is proportional to the 

state occupancy. Each model is resolved along the y-axis, i.e., the state output for each model is read horizontally. The dotted 

lines highlight D threshold values that separate the 4-state model and at which robust states appears for models with 4 states 

or more.  
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For all models larger than 4 there is one high-occupancy state just below D = 0.1 and one with 

similar state occupancy slightly above, as seen in Figure 5. It is not trivial whether these two 

seemingly distinct states with only marginal differences in diffusion coefficients represent 

different biological functions, or whether they should be pooled together as one state in a 

simpler model.  

An implication that they represent two distinct biological functions is the 12-fold difference in 

dwell times between state 1 and 2, see Table 2. Moreover, the dwell time histograms for each 

state in the 4-state model (Figure 6) show that the distributions are different between states 1 

and 2. The dwell times in 2 appear to be single exponentially distributed. The distribution 

seems true, as the dwell times are not limited by the trajectory lengths. State 1 displays a 

distribution of another nature. Although longer dwell times are underrepresented (see section 

2.4), it is clear that the distribution is not single exponential, suggesting that there is a 

functional difference between state 1 and 2. It therefore appears reasonable to treat these as 

separate diffusion states.  

Table 2. HMM output for the 4-state model of chromosomally expressed TF. Standard errors were estimated by 

bootstrapping. 

State: 1 2 3 4 

D (µm2s-1): 0.082 ± 0.001 0.205 ± 0.002 3.030 ± 0.031 36.825 ± 1.642 

Occupancy: 0.533 ± 0.009 0.317 ± 0.007 0.140 ± 0.003 0.009 ± 0.001 

Dwell time (s): 0.671 ± 0.037 0.056 ± 0.001 0.021 ± 0.000 0.009 ± 0.000 

 

 
Figure 6. Dwell time histograms separated for each state in the 4-state model. Plotted in red is the distribution of 

trajectory lengths, and the distribution of dwell times is represented in blue. Marked in black is the dwell time estimated by 

the HMM and in pink is the average dwell time estimated from the distribution. A large difference between the pink and 

black dotted lines imply that the distribution underrepresents longer dwell times due to trajectory length limitations. 
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Taken together, the 4-state model is likely sufficient to explain the function of TF. The fourth 

state is a low-occupancy state representing a diffusion constant too high to have any 

biological relevance and was assigned to tracking artifacts (Volkov et al. 2018). Hence, I 

chose to interpret the data in terms of the 4-state model that describes three biological states 

of TF (referred to as the slow, intermediate, and fast state), and a fourth state that filters out 

fast tracking artifacts. Ongoing work on SPT of ribosomes show that they diffuse with an 

average diffusion constant around 0.1 µm2s-1 (Metelev et al. 2020), and the expected diffusion 

constant for free TF is around 4 µm2s-1 as determined in a previous SPT study of TF (Yang et 

al. 2016).  

Given these numbers, a preliminary hypothesis was posed that the slow state corresponds to 

ribosome-binding events and the fast state is freely diffusing TF-HaloTag. It remained unclear 

what the intermediate state corresponds to. The relevance of this model and the assignment of 

biological functions to each state was investigated by a series of control experiments to see 

what would happen to the state occupancies and dwell times given different system 

perturbations.  

3.2 Tracking TF-HaloTag at varying expression levels 

It was first investigated what happens to the state occupancies and dwell times if TF-HaloTag 

exists in either lower or higher levels compared to the chromosomal expression. The 

MG1655∆tig-kanR containing the pQE30lacIq_tig_halotag was used at either no IPTG 

induction, resulting in leaky expression of TF-HaloTag at lower levels compared to 

chromosomal expression, or at 100 µM IPTG induction, leading to higher TF-HaloTag levels. 

The different expression levels were verified by SDS-PAGE, see Appendix D.  

HMM output for the 4-state models from each experiment is found in Appendix G, but for the 

intended purposes, it is sufficient to look at relative differences in state occupancies and dwell 

times. Figure 7 shows bar plots of occupancies and dwell times for chromosomal, low and 

high TF-HaloTag expression grouped in the fast, intermediate and slow state. The fourth, 

unphysiological state was not included in the analyses. At high TF-HaloTag levels, the fast 

state occupancy increased from 14 to 56% and the slow state occupancy decreased from 53 to 

19% compared to chromosomal expression. In contrast, for low TF-HaloTag levels the slow 

state increased from 53 to 68%.  
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Figure 7. State occupancies and dwell times at varying TF-HaloTag expression levels. Data from chromosomally 

expressed cells (dark green) is the same that is displayed in section 3.1. HMM analysis on low expression data (light green) 

was performed on a dataset of N = 35 066 timesteps, and high expression data (yellow) had N = 20 329. Standard errors were 

estimated by bootstrapping. 

The results suggest that the fast state represents free TF-HaloTag since high expression levels 

leads to a “saturated” system, expecting a larger fraction of free TF-HaloTag compared to 

ribosome-bound, which was reflected in the higher occupancy and dwell time in the fast state. 

Moreover, low levels led to an increased occupancy in the slow state, implying that this state 

represents the most functionally important behaviour of TF, namely a ribosome-bound state.  

3.3 Tracking TF-HaloTag in cells treated with rifampicin 

Next, MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR cells were treated with rifampicin, an antibiotic which 

inhibits transcription. As the pre-existing mRNAs are degraded, the translation levels are 

expected to go down, hypothetically resulting in cells with fewer translating ribosomes for TF 

to target.  

Figure 8 shows that rifampicin treatment led to an increased fast state occupancy from 14 to 

45% and that the effect was caused by a decreased occupancy in both the slow and 

intermediate state, with a bigger difference appearing in the slow state. Additionally, the slow 

state dwell time was dramatically affected by rifampicin treatment.  
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Figure 8. State occupancies and dwell times of TF-HaloTag in cells treated with rifampicin. Reference data for 

untreated cells (green) is the same as presented in section 3.1. HMM analysis of TF-HaloTag in treated cells (yellow) was 

performed on a dataset of N = 86 098 timesteps. Standard errors were estimated by bootstrapping. 

This experiment further implied that the fast state is free TF-HaloTag and that the slow state 

is TF bound to RNCs as illustrated by the differences in state occupancies. The intermediate 

state was also affected by rifampicin treatment, implying that this state is somehow related to 

the translation machinery.  

The bubble plot for rifampicin-treated cells shows that the robust state below D = 0.1 seen for 

untreated cells has disappeared, and instead, all states are shifted towards higher diffusion 

constants, Figure 9a. The dwell time distribution in the slow state seems more exponentially 

distributed for treated cells compared to untreated cells, Figure 9b.  

 
Figure 9. (a) Bubble plot for TF-HaloTag in cells treated with rifampicin. The dotted lines indicate diffusion constant 

thresholds that separates the D values in the 4-state model. A robust diffusion state estimated by the 4-state model should 

follow the line for increasing model sizes. (b) Comparison of dwell time distributions in the slow and intermediate states for 

TF-HaloTag in cells treated with rifampicin (top) and untreated cells (bottom). 
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3.4 Tracking TF-HaloTag mutant 

A third attempt at verifying that the slow state is ribosome-bound was to track the FRK/AAA 

TF-HaloTag mutant, which has lost its ability to bind protein L23, and in effect should not be 

able to bind neither RNCs, vacant ribosomes nor free 50S subunits. The mutant was expressed 

from a plasmid without IPTG induction as described in 3.2, and results were compared to 

plasmid expression of wild type (WT) TF-HaloTag without induction to get comparable TF 

levels in the cells.  

The slow state occupancy decreased from 67 to 14%. Additionally, the intermediate state 

occupancy went down from 23 to 3.5%, see Figure 10. This implies that not only the slow 

state but also the intermediate state is dominated by ribosome, or at least 50S, associated 

evens. 

 
Figure 10. State occupancies and dwell times of TF-HaloTag mutant. Reference data shown (green) is plasmid 

expressesion of WT TF-HaloTag without IPTG induction, the same data that is presented in 3.2. HMM analysis on TF-

HaloTag mutant (yellow) was performed on a dataset of N = 29 557 timesteps. Standard errors were estimated by 

bootstrapping. 

3.5 Tracking TF-HaloTag in cells overexpressing OmpA 

In order to positively indicate the functional relevance of the slow state, an attempt was made 

to overexpress a known TF target, OmpA, to see if that would increase the slow state 

occupancy and dwell time. Since it is known that TF’s affinity to ribosomes is substrate-

dependent, the slow state dwell time should be the average time spent on all kinds of target 

RNCs in which there might be some differences in the affinity. By increasing the population 

of ribosomes translating one of TF’s most important targets, the average dwell time might 

increase. Arabinose induction of T7-RNA polymerase expression resulted in marginally 

increased OmpA levels, see Appendix E.  Bulk growth experiments showed that cell growth 

was barely affected by OmpA overexpression, see Appendix F, and phase contrast images 

indicated that most cells grew normally, with a small population growing slower or not at all 

(data not shown). To filter out any effect that T7-RNA polymerase expression might have on 
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TF-HaloTag’s behaviour, the tracking results were compared to TF-HaloTag in cells only 

expressing T7-RNA polymerase. HMM outputs for the 4-state models are presented in 

Appendix G. Figure 11 shows that the slow state occupancy increased from 46 to 54% when 

OmpA was overexpressed, with insignificant differences in dwell times. This was surprising, 

as the expected result was that an increased population of ribosomes translating a TF-target 

would be reflected in an increased slow state dwell time. 

 
Figure 11. State occupancies and dwell times of TF-HaloTag in cells overexpressing OmpA. Reference data (green) 

represent cells that only express T7-RNA polymerase and HMM analysis was performed on a dataset with N = 55 841 

timesteps. Analysis of TF-HaloTag in cells overexpressing OmpA (yellow) by T7-RNA polymerase was performed on a 

dataset containing N = 144 585 timesteps. Standard errors were estimated by bootstrapping. 

3.6 Tracking TF-HaloTag in cells overexpressing a short polypeptide 

In this experiment, a similar approach as above was used for overexpressing a short peptide, 

MRLFV, by T7-RNA polymerase. Since TF associates stably to ribosomes only after ca.100 

amino acids have been translated (see 1.2.3), this experiment should hypothetically decrease 

the population of TF-target RNCs and increase the population of “vacant” ribosomes in the 

perspective of TF specificity. MRLFV overexpression caused reduced growth rate but did not 

kill the cells, see Appendix F.  

MRLFV expression led to decreased slow and intermediate state occupancies and the slow 

state dwell time was reduced from 738 to 197 ms, Figure 12. The bubble plot for cells 

expressing only T7 polymerase show similar trends as normal cells, with a robust state below 

0.1 µm2s-1 and another state slightly above 0.1 which dominates the intermediate state. For 

cells expressing T7 polymerase and the polypeptide, this clear distinction disappeared, and a 

continuum of intermediate diffusion states arose at increasing model sizes, see Figure 13. The 

dwell time distributions in the slow and intermediate state also appear different. For cells 

expressing T7 polymerase, the slow and intermediate state dwell times were similar to those 

seen in normal cells, whereas for cells expressing MRLFV, the slow state appear to be more 

similar to a single exponential distribution, see Figure 14. 
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Figure 12. State occupancies and dwell times of TF-HaloTag in cells overexpressing MRLFV polypeptide. Reference 

data (green) represent cells that only express T7-RNA polymerase, the same data that is presented in 3.5. Analysis of TF-

HaloTag in cells overexpressing MRLFV (yellow) was performed on a dataset with N = 54 684 timesteps. Standard errors 

were estimated by bootstrapping. 

 

Figure 13. Comparison of bubble plots (a) Cells expressing only T7-RNA polymerase. (b) Cells expressing both T7-RNA 

polymerase and the MRLFV peptide. 

 
Figure 14. Comparison of dwell time distributions in the slow and intermediate state (a) Cells expressing only T7-RNA 

polymerase. (b) Cells expressing T7-RNA polymerase and MRLFV peptide. 
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4 Discussion 

The aim of this project was to characterize TF’s interactions with ribosomes in vivo by single-

particle tracking. A 4-state diffusion model was created that represents three biologically 

different states of TF and a fourth state that filters out tracking artifacts. Based on the results 

from the control experiments, the following hypothesis is posed: The slow state represents TF 

bound to TF-target RNCs, the intermediate state mainly represents TF sampling vacant 

ribosomes or RNCs that display non-TF targets, and the fast state include free TF and any 

residual cytosolic TF activities. Below is an elaboration of the basis behind this hypothesis.   

4.1 Both the slow and intermediate state include ribosome-associated 

activities 

Low TF expression levels increased the slow state occupancy, implying that this is a 

functionally important state, which for TF is expected to be ribosome-bound. Opposite results 

were seen for rifampicin-treated cells in which the number of translating ribosomes was 

expected to be low due to lack of mRNAs, further implying that the slow state represents TF 

interacting with translating ribosomes. Moreover, the average dwell time in the slow state was 

around 670 ms for TF-HaloTag, which is within one order of magnitude with the dwell times 

for TF bound to TF-target RNCs observed in recent in vitro experiments (Bornemann et al. 

2014). They also found a 10-fold difference in koff between TF interacting with RNCs 

expressing TF targets and non-target RNCs or vacant ribosomes, which is in line with the 12-

fold difference in dwell times I observe between the slow and intermediate state. Similar 

relative differences in substrate-dependent binding interactions have been reported in other in 

vitro experiments over the years (Hoffmann et al. 2010).  

The dwell time histograms for TF-HaloTag imply a distinct functional difference between the 

slow and intermediate state (Figure 6). As stated in section 2.4, the dwell times of single 

stochastic events are single-exponentially distributed. This could for example correspond to a 

simple binding and release event. If instead the particle has to undergo a series of stochastic 

events, e.g., a conformational change, the distribution is expected be of another nature. Since 

the intermediate state clearly shows an exponential distribution of dwells without being biased 

by trajectory lengths, and the slow state displays another distribution, it seems that TF has 

another function in the slow state. Structural studies have suggested that TF undergoes 

conformational changes upon ribosome binding, reviewed by Hoffmann et al. 2010. 

4.1.1 The intermediate state is dominated by ribosome-binding events 

By tracking the TF-HaloTag mutant, it was shown that the slow state occupancy decreased 

from 53 to 14%, further verifying a ribosome-bound state. Surprisingly, the intermediate state 

almost completely disappeared, going from a 31 to 3.5% occupancy. This implies that the 

intermediate state is dominated by ribosome, or at least 50S, binding events. SPT of 

ribosomal subunits have shown that ca 90% of 50S subunits take part in translation in 
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assembled ribosomes (Metelev et al. 2020), so the occupancy change cannot be assigned to 

impaired binding of free 50S subunits alone. Similarly, bubble plots of wild-type TF-HaloTag 

show that for increasing model sizes, the intermediate state is dominated by one robust state 

slightly above 0.1 µm2s-1 along with lower-occupancy states at diffusion constants more in 

line with diffusion of free proteins, suggesting that the intermediate state include a mixture of 

behaviours, but is highly dominated by a state with a D close to that of ribosomes (Figure 

15a).  

4.2 Slow state dwell times reflect substrate-dependent binding kinetics 

of TF to ribosomes 

The slow and intermediate diffusion states both represent ribosome-binding functions. 

However, if the intermediate state would be dominated by functional binding of TF to 

translating ribosomes, I would expect to see similar dwell times and dwell time distributions 

in the fast and intermediate states. As discussed above, this is clearly not the case. Instead, the 

intermediate state’s ribosome activity may represent non-specific sampling events to either 

vacant ribosomes or non-TF target RNCs, and the dwell times in the slow state are expected 

to reflect the time spent on translating ribosomes where TF exerts its chaperone activity.  

4.2.1 Deviating slow state dwell times for rifampicin and MRLFV controls 

Analysis of rifampicin-treated cells were initially startling. Since there was a significant slow 

state occupancy (Figure 8), I assumed that rifampicin treatment was not completely efficient 

and there would be some TF association to translating ribosomes. But the slow state dwell 

time was dramatically reduced from 670 ms in untreated cells to 180 ms in treated cells, 

implying that there is something strange with the model. Furthermore, overexpression of the 

MRLFV polypeptide did not reduce the slow state occupancy much (Figure 12). Also in this 

case the slow state dwell time was dramatically reduced.  

After more careful comparisons of bubble plots (Figure 9 and Figure 13), the otherwise clear 

distinction of two states around the D = 0.1 µm2s-1 threshold disappeared for the rifampicin-

treated and the MRLFV-expressing cells. Instead, the diffusion constants were shifted 

towards higher values, implying datasets with faster trajectories overall. Faster diffusion may 

be caused by lower mRNA levels, i.e., due to transcription inhibition in the case of rifampicin 

treatment and overexpression of a short mRNA in the case of MRLFV, leading to a less 

viscous environment.  

For the rifampicin experiment, the dwell time histograms in the slow state clearly show 

different distributions between treated and untreated cells, where the dwell times for treated 

cells seem to be exponentially distributed. In line with the reduced average dwell time, it 

seems that the slow state for rifampicin-treated cells does not represent functional TF binding 

to translating ribosomes. Also, in the case of MRLFV expression, the slow state dwell time 

distribution is clearly different compared to cells that do not overexpress the polypeptide. 
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However, it does not seem to be solely single-exponentially shaped, implying that the slow 

state in this case may contain some functional binding events, but to a lesser extent than in 

normal cells.    

This leads to the conclusion that there are fewer translating ribosomes or TF-target RNCs in 

both these experiments. The 4-state model will anyway create a slow state with a diffusion 

constant in line with that of assembled ribosomes as there is not a big difference. But in these 

cases, the model incorporates events in the slow state that would otherwise be classified as 

intermediate state events, namely the sampling of non-target RNCs and vacant ribosomes. 

Hence, the 4-state model is in these cases redundant, as the slow and intermediate state 

largely represent the same biological function.  

4.2.2 The average time spent on target RNCs is 670 ms 

For tracking of TF in normal cells, the slow state dwell time is 670 ms and this state accounts 

for 53% of TF’s activity. This should represent the average dwell time of TF on ribosomes 

translating all types of TF targets. A surprising result was found for TF-HaloTag in cells 

overexpressing the TF target OmpA. Although the state occupancy increased somewhat, there 

was no significant change in dwell time (Figure 11). I expect the slow state to represent 

functional binding to ribosomes, but since the affinity of TF to ribosomes has shown to be 

substrate-dependent, the slow state may represent an average of functional bindings with 

some discrepancies of dwell times depending on the nature of the substrate. By 

overexpressing a TF target, I expected that to be reflected in a longer dwell time, as this 

averaging effect should be shifted towards binding to target RNCs. However, this was not the 

case. One possible reason for this is the experimental procedure. There was an increased 

OmpA expression upon arabinose induction, but the levels were not that much higher. The 

cell growth was not particularly affected by induction which further indicates that there was 

not much OmpA overexpression. Optimisation of the experimental procedure to increase 

OmpA expression could perhaps lead to more significant results from this control experiment.  

It should be noted that tracking of the TF-HaloTag mutant and TF-HaloTag overexpression 

showed deviating behaviours in the slow state dwell times, see Appendix G. But since I do 

not expect the ribosome-bound state to exist for the mutant, this slow state is possibly 

populated by slow tracking artifacts, which is further implied by the high standard error. For 

the TF-HaloTag overexpression, I did not expect the slow state dwell time to be reduced. 

However, it is plausible that this data is noisier as the majority of TF is freely diffusing, which 

is again represented in a higher standard error. Hence, the dwell times for these control 

experiments should not be regarded as accurate reflections of the dwell time of TF to 

ribosomes in normal cells.  
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4.3 Discrepancies between the current model and a previous SPT study 

of TF 

As mentioned in the introduction, there was a single-particle tracking study made on TF by 

Yang et al. in 2016, where they fused TF with the fluorescent protein mEos3.2. In their study, 

they found three distinguishable diffusion states at D = 0.02, 0.19 and 4.40 µm2s-1. From 

control experiments, they assigned the slow state to be ribosome-associated, the intermediate 

state to be a mixture of 50S and peptide or protein interactions, and the fast state to be free or 

dimerised TF. The state occupancies were 54%, 31% and 14%, respectively. They estimated 

the slow state dwell time to be 200 ms (Yang et al. 2016).  

Although my model returns three states with similar diffusion constants and state 

occupancies, my control experiments clearly show that, not only the slow state is ribosome-

associated, but also that the intermediate state is dominated by ribosome association. This 

discrepancy does not necessarily mean that any of the two models is worse than the other, but 

rather highlights an important issue in SPT, namely that the observations you make depend on 

the time scale you are looking at. In the previous study, they imaged at 60 ms camera 

exposure time, whereas I performed imaging at 5 ms exposure. A longer exposure time can 

lead to blurred motion of spots, and since events are captured less frequently, fast events 

might not be visible at that time scale (Elf & Barkefors 2019). Given that my intermediate 

state dwell times are around 50-100 ms, it is reasonable to believe that the ribosome-sampling 

events that I observe are not visible at a 60 ms timescale and they are instead appearing as 

stably associated, resulting in a slow state that contains both stable ribosome bindings and fast 

sampling events. This would explain why their estimated dwell time is shorter than mine, as 

their slow state includes all types of ribosome-binding.  

4.4 Is a model that further separates the different TF functions 

obtainable? 

Although all control experiments qualitatively verify the biological functions of each of the 

three states in the current 4-state model, it is up for discussion how quantitatively relevant the 

current dwell times are for describing the ribosome-binding kinetics. The 4-state model is a 

simplified description of reality where several biological functions might be binned in the 

same state because they display similar diffusion behaviours. In Figure 15a is a summary of 

the different biological functions that are thought to be binned in each of the three states with 

the current model. The slow state is thought to be strictly ribosome-bound where TF binds 

single translating ribosomes or polysomes. The intermediate state is thought to be ribosome-

dominated, but bubble plots indicate that it might include faster diffusion functions such as 

binding to free 50S subunits and free polypeptides in the cytosol. The fast state includes any 

residual, non-ribosome associated events. 
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For a more reliable quantitative analysis of the ribosome-binding kinetics, it would be 

desirable if the model could separate pure ribosome-associated states from other functions 

(see Figure 15b). Furthermore, it should be noted that the 4-state model in this work was 

chosen empirically because it seemed to be the simplest model where robust diffusion states 

appear. However, it is not clear how well this model fits the trajectory data. A more 

statistically sophisticated approach to choosing the best model could be preferable.  

Initially, I attempted to determine which of the 2-8 state models was best by using Akaike’s 

information criterion (AIC) that determines which model best fits the data without overfitting 

it (Maydeu-Olivares & García-Forero 2010). In general, the best quality model according to 

AIC was the 8-state model. The idea was then to coarse grain the 8-state models into a 

simpler 4-state model by user-defined diffusion constant thresholds. In principle, this strategy 

could lead to a model more like the desired one in Figure 15b, where thresholds are chosen to 

distinguish the ribosome-bound states from all other TF functions. However, this strategy did 

not show robust results for the different control experiments. I would have needed more time 

to empirically determine appropriate thresholds and more data to obtain a robust model. 

 
Figure 15. (a) Description of which biological functions are binned in each of the three states for the diffusion model 

presented in this work. The slow state represents functional binding to target RNCs and may include binding to single 

ribosomes or polysomes. The intermediate state is dominated by sampling of vacant ribosomes or non-target RNCs, but some 

additional activities may be included. The fast state represents any miscellaneous, non-ribosome associated activities. (b) 

Model refinement could possibly lead to a model representing pure ribosome-associated states, which would be better to use 

for accurate determination of TF’s ribosome-binding kinetics.  

It should also be noted that the analysis pipeline is dependent on some parameters being 

manually chosen, which could affect the trajectory building and HMM analysis. One such 

parameter is the dot search radius in the uTrack algorithm, see 1.2.4. Further analyses should 
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be performed with varying parameter values to assert the robustness of the obtained diffusion 

model before the dwell times can be regarded as reliable estimates of ribosome binding 

events. 

4.4.1 Is it reasonable that TF sampling and stable ribosome-binding result in 

different diffusion constants?   

Another enigmatic property of the model is that it is not clear why stable binding of TF to 

translating ribosomes would appear as slower diffusing compared to TF’s sampling of equally 

sized vacant ribosomes or non-target RNCs, resulting in two separable diffusion states. 

Intuitively, the diffusion of these complexes should be the same and the slow state would 

represent TF both stably associated to ribosomes and ribosome-sampling, resulting in 

underestimation of dwell times for stable ribosome-binding. 

However, a possible explanation for the separation of these two functions can again be related 

to the time scale at which the microscopy is performed. It may indeed be the case that TF 

sampling of ribosomes result in a faster effective diffusion constant. Suppose that ribosome 

sampling is a fast event below the millisecond scale, and the fluorescent camera exposure 

time is 5 ms, then one TF particle would have time to sample a ribosome many times between 

frames. However, the exposure is not short enough to completely separate this fast sampling 

into a bound and free state, perhaps resulting in blurred motion with a diffusion close to that 

of ribosomes. If this is the case, then the sampling behaviour could indeed appear as a 

distinguishable diffusion state in the refined model. It should be possible to verify this 

hypothesis by computer simulations or by using a tracking method with higher temporal 

resolution, such as the MINFLUX system (Elf & Barkefors 2019). 

5 Conclusions 

Presented in this work is a model that qualitatively and quantitatively describes the in vivo 

functions of TF based on its diffusional behaviour. TF is dominantly found associated with 

ribosomes or in a ribosome-sampling state. The current model gives preliminary results that 

TF stays associated with ribosomes that translate TF targets on average around 670 ms and 

this accounts for 53% of TF’s in vivo activity. More data, additional attempts at refining the 

model and validations by computer simulations is needed before the model can be used 

confidently to describe the in vivo kinetics of TF-ribosome binding. This work moves us one 

step closer in understanding the dynamics of co-translational peptide-targeting, folding and 

processing inside living cells – a fundamental enigma that, once solved, can answer questions 

regarding diseases caused by protein misfolding, design of novel antibiotics, or lead to 

development of more efficient expression systems for recombinant protein production.  
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Appendix A: Primer sequences and cloning procedures 

Here, details on the plasmid design and λ-red assisted recombineering are described. Table 1 

shows the primer sequences used for PCR amplification. Endogenous genes (ompA and tig) 

were amplified from the E. coli K-12 MG1655 genome and plasmid backbones were 

amplified from plasmids provided by the lab.  

Table 3. Primer sequences used for cloning. 

Name  Primer sequence 

tig_del_F taagagttgaccgagcactgtgattttttgaggtaacaagatgggaattagccatggtcc 

tig_del_R acgggcctttgtgcgaatttagcgcgttatgctgcgtaaagtgtaggctggagctgcttc 

tig_HaloIns_F aaagaaaccactttcaacgagctgatgaaccagcaggcgggcgcagaaatcggtactggc 

tig_GA_F ttaaagaggagaaattaactatgcaagtttcagttgaaaccactcaag 

tig_GA_R aagccagtaccgatttctgcgcccgcctgctggttcatcagc 

pQE_GAtig_F agctgatgaaccagcaggcgggcgcagaaatcggtactggctttccat 

pQE_GAtig_R gtttcaactgaaacttgcatagttaatttctcctctttaatgaattctgtgtgaaattg 

tig_mut44_46_F gcggccgcaggcaaagtgccaatgaatatcgtt 

tig_mut44_46_R gccgtcaatacgtacttttttcgca 

ompA_GA_pET3c_F tttaagaaggagatatacatatgaaaaagacagctatcgcgattg 

ompA_GA_pET3c_R ctttgttagcagccggatccttaagcctgcggctgagttaca 

pET3c_GA_ompA_F taactcagccgcaggcttaaggatccggctgctaacaaag 

pET3c_GA_ompA_R gcgatagctgtctttttcatatgtatatctccttcttaaagttaaacaaaattatttctagaggg 

 

Construction of MG1655∆tig-kanR and MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR strains 

For λ-red recombineering, the DNA cassettes were amplified by PCR using Q5-high-fidelity 

DNA polymerase (NEB) according to manufacturer’s protocol. For the tig deletion cassette, 

tig_del_F/R primers were used with the pKD4 plasmid (Addgene # 45605) as a template. For 

the halotag insertion cassette, tig_haloIns_F/R primers were used with pKD4_HaloTag 

plasmid (provided by colleagues) as a template. PCR products were verified by gel 

electrophoresis.  

E. coli MG1655 cells containing the pSIM5 plasmid for recombineering were inoculated in 50 

ml Low Salt Luria Broth (LSLB) + 0.2% glucose and 10 µg/ml tetracycline. The cells were 

incubated at 30°C 200 rpm until OD600 was 0.20. The culture was put in a 42°C water bath at 

70 rpm for 15 min to activate the λ-red system, followed by cooling on ice for 20 min. The 

culture was harvested at 4000 x g followed by resuspension in 10 % glycerol. Washing in 

glycerol was repeated three times, making the cells electrocompetent. The DNA cassettes 

were inserted into the cells by electroporation followed by recovery in SOC medium at 42°C 

for 15 min and 2 hours at 37°C. Cells were plated ono LB agar plates containing kanamycin 

for selection of recombineered cells. Successful gene manipulation was verified by Sanger 

Sequencing.  
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pQE30_lacIq_tig_halotag 

For construction of the plasmid expressing TF-HaloTag upon IPTG induction, Gibson 

Assembly was used. The tig gene was amplified by PCR with tig_GA_F/R primers and the E. 

coli MG1655 genome as a template. The plasmid backbone was amplified using 

pQE_GAtig_F/R primers and the pQE30lacIq_LacYHaloTag plasmid (provided by 

colleagues), followed by Dpn1 digestion (NEB) to destroy the template DNA. The fragments 

were assembled using NEBuilder HiFi DNA assembly master mix (NEB) according to 

manufacturer’s protocol and the plasmid was inserted into E. coli DH5α by heat shock 

transformation. The plasmid was verified by Sanger Sequencing.  

pQE30_lacIq_tig_halotag_mut 

For construction of the plasmid expressing the TF-HaloTag mutant upon IPTG induction, 

mutagenesis inverse PCR was used, with the pQE30_lacIq_tig_halotag plasmid as template. 

The tig_mut44_46_F/R primers were designed to amplify the entire plasmid, except amino 

acids FRK, and with the forward primer containing the FRK/AAA mutation as an overhang. 

The PCR product was digested with Dpn1, followed by T4 PNK phosphorylation (NEB), T4 

ligation (NEB) and heat shock transformation into DH5α. The plasmid was verified by Sanger 

Sequencing. 

pET3c_ompA 

For construction of the plasmid expressing OmpA by T7-RNA polymerase, Gibson Assembly 

was used as described above. For amplification of the ompA gene, ompA_GA_pET3c_F/R 

primers were used with the MG1655 genome as a template. For amplification of the pET3c 

backbone, primers pET3c_GA_ompA_F/R were used with the pET3c_MRcguLFV plasmid 

(provided by colleagues) as a template. The plasmid was verified by Sanger Sequencing.  
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Appendix B – Microscopy sample preparation and setup 

HaloTag labelling and microscopy sample preparation 

A 10 ml cell culture was started as described in section 2.1 until an OD600 of ca 0.6 was 

reached. 5 ml of the culture was pelleted in a microcentrifuge at 4000x g. The pellet was 

resuspended in 1 ml Minimal media (M9) +0.2% glucose with repeated pelleting and 

resuspension in 150 µl EZ Rich Defined Medium (RDM). The cells were supplemented with 

6 µM JF-549 dye followed by staining for 30 min at 25°C. Residual dye was washed off by 

pelleting and resuspending the cells in 1 ml M9+0.2% glucose 3 times, followed by 

resuspension in 2 ml RDM and a 1-hour incubation at 37°C and 200 rpm shaking. The cells 

were pelleted and the washing step with M9+0.2% glucose was repeated 3 times. Cells were 

diluted 1:160 000 (20x serial dilution in 4 steps) in M9+0.2% glucose. 1.5 µl of the dilution 

was plated on an agarose pad (0.2% agarose in RDM), resulting in single cells being sparsely 

spread. The sample was incubated at 37°C until the single cells had formed mini colonies (in 

general ca 10-40 cells), ca 90 min, before image acquisition. 

For control experiments requiring induced protein expression, the agarose pad was 

supplemented with IPTG (100 µM) or L-arabinose (0.2%). For control experiments on 

rifampicin-treated cells, the cells were allowed to form mini colonies after which rifampicin 

(200 µg/ml) was injected into the pad and image acquisition occurred after 90-120 minutes of 

treatment.  

Each experiment was generally conducted in two independent replicates with consistent data 

between the experiments, so the data could be pooled for HMM analysis.  

Microscopy setup 

The microscopy setup is epifluorescence microscopy with stroboscopic laser exposure, 

leading to minimized motion blur and less photobleaching effects (Elf & Barkefors 2019). An 

inverted Nikon Ti-E microscope was used with a CFI Apo TIRF 100x1.49 NA objective 

(Nikon). An iXon 897 Ultra EMCCD camera (Andor) coupled to a 2.0x lens (Diagnostic 

Instruments DD20NLT) was used for acquiring bright-field and fluorescence images. Phase 

contrast images were acquired using and Infinity 2-5M camera (Lumenera). For tracking of 

JF-549, a 553 nm laser with a power density of 3 kW/cm2 was used (SLIM-553, Oxxius, 150 

mW) in stroboscopic illumination mode with a 3 ms laser pulse in the middle of each 5 ms 

camera exposure. The microscope was operated using µManager and image acquisition was 

performed on multiple positions (i.e., multiple colonies) using plugins developed by 

colleagues in the lab. The plugin acquired three phase contrast images used for cell 

segmentation (see 1.2.4), one brightfield image and a series of time-lapse fluorescence images 

of 500 frames, resulting in a movie that records the movement of the fluorescent dots. 
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Appendix C – The TF-HaloTag protein is intact 

In order to ensure that the tig:halotag gene product was the intact TF-HaloTag fusion, cells 

expressing the construct were labelled with JF-549, harvested and the pellet was analysed by 

SDS-PAGE and fluorescence imaging of the gel to visualize JF-549 bound proteins. The 

following strains were analysed:  

1. MG1655∆tig-kanR + pQE30_lacIq_halotag (plasmid expressing only HaloTag 

provided by colleagues) 

2. MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR  

3. MG1655∆tig-kanR + pQE30_lacIq_tig_halotag 

4. MG1655∆tig-kanR + pQE30_lacIq_tig_halotag_mut 

Cell cultures were started from glycerol stocks as described in 2.2 until they reached an OD600 

around 0.8. For strains expressing the construct from a plasmid, 100 µM IPTG was added to 

the culture at the start of incubation. 2 ml of each culture was harvested at 4000 x g followed 

by resuspension and pelleting in M9+0.2% glucose to remove residual LB. Pellets were 

resuspended in 150 µl RDM and supplemented with 10 µl JF-549 (20x more than used for 

imaging). Cells were labelled for 30 min at 25°C.  

Samples were supplemented with 1 ml M9+0.2% glucose, pelleted at 4000 x g and washed 

once more followed by centrifugation. Pellets were resuspended in 1x SDS-PAGE sample 

buffer (Laemmli buffer + ß-mercaptoethanol, Bio-Rad). In order to normalize the protein 

levels according to approximately how many cells there were in each sample, 100 µl 1x buffer 

was added per measured OD, e.g., for a culture with OD = 0.79, 79 µl buffer was added. 

Samples were boiled for 6 min and 5 µl was loaded on a Mini-Protean TGX pre-cast gel (Bio-

Rad) along with PageRuler Plus prestained protein ladder (Thermo Scientific). The gel was 

imaged with a ChemiDoc imager (Bio-Rad) using a Cy3 fluorescence setting, visualizing JF-

549 labelled proteins. The gel shows that all constructs are intact, with a higher molecular 

weight than the HaloTag alone, Figure 16.  

 
Figure 16. SDS-PAGE analysis of TF-HaloTag intactness. The expected molecular weight (MW) of HaloTag is 33 kDa, TF 

48.7 kDa, and the TF-HaloTag fusion 81.7 kDa.  
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Appendix D – Tunable expression levels from the 

pQE30_lacIq plasmid 

SDS-PAGE was used to analyse the expression levels of TF-HaloTag from the 

pQE30_lacIq_tig_halotag plasmid at different IPTG concentrations. The protein levels were 

also compared to the endogenous TF-HaloTag levels in the MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR strain. 

Analysis was performed on both the mutant and wild type TF-HaloTag to ensure that both 

constructs lead to similar protein levels when induced with the same IPTG concentration. 

IPTG concentrations of 0, 10, 50 and 100 µM were tested. 

Cells were cultured, labelled with JF-549 and analysed by SDS-PAGE as described in 

Appendix C. Relative differences in the band intensities show that the expression levels are 

tunable by varying the IPTG concentration, with identical results for wild type and mutant 

TF-HaloTag. At no IPTG induction, there is leaky expression, but the levels are lower than 

those seen for chromosomally expressed TF-HaloTag. At 50 µM and higher, there is TF-

HaloTag overexpression, Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. SDS-PAGE analysis of plasmid TF-HaloTag expression at different IPTG induction levels. The lane labelled 

"chrom" corresponds to chromosomally expressed TF-HaloTag. Lanes labelled pQE_tig_halo is plasmid expression induced 

with indicated concentrations of IPTG and pQE_tig_halo_mut is plasmid expression of the TF-HaloTag mutant at indicated 

IPTG concentrations. The expected molecular weight of TF-HaloTag is 81.7 kDa. 
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Appendix E – Analysis of OmpA overexpression 

Overexpression of OmpA upon arabinose induction was analysed by SDS-PAGE in MG1655-

tig:halotag-kanR + pET3c_ompA + pCS6. Arabinose induction activates pBAD-regulated 

T7-RNA polymerase expression from the pCS6 plasmid, and T7-RNA polymerase then 

transcribes T7-regulated ompA from the pET3c plasmid.  

A MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR + pET3c_ompA + pCS6 cell culture was started from a glycerol 

stock as described in 2.2 and incubated until OD600 was 0.9. 1 ml of the culture was pelleted 

and saved for later SDS-PAGE analysis, and the rest of the culture was supplemented with 

0.2% arabinose and 1 mM cAMP for induction. The culture was incubated at 37°C 200 rpm 

for an additional 4 hours. Every hour, a 1 ml sample was taken out and diluted 1:10 followed 

by OD measurement. The samples were pelleted and saved for SDS-PAGE analysis.  

The pellets were prepared for SDS-PAGE as described in Appendix C, diluting each sample 

in 1x sample buffer according to the measured OD so that the band intensities can be 

compared between lanes on the gel. The gel was stained with InstantBlue Coomassie Protein 

Stain (Abcam). After 2 hours of induction, a marginal increase in OmpA levels is seen, Figure 

18.  

 

Figure 18. SDS-PAGE analysis of OmpA levels upon T7-RNA polymerase expression induced by arabinose, before 

induction and 1-4 hours after induction. The expected MW of OmpA is 37.2 kDa.   
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Appendix F – Growth curves for cells expressing OmpA 

and MRLFV 

Here, growth analysis was performed as an indicator for successful induction of 

overexpression of OmpA and the MRLFV polypeptide, respectively. The growth curves were 

compared to a strain only containing the pCS6 plasmid for T7-RNA polymerase expression.  

Overnight cultures were prepared of the following strains, as described in 2.2:  

• MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR + pCS6 

• MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR + pCS6 + pET3c_MRcguLFV 

• MG1655-tig:halotag-kanR + pCS6 + pET3c_ompA 

The cultures were diluted in RDM to an OD600 of 0.01 and the dilutions were loaded on a 96-

well microplate, 200 µl per well and 8 wells per sample. OD was measured using Spark 10M 

microplate reader (Tecan) every 5 min. After 1 hour of measurements, 4 wells of each sample 

were supplemented with arabinose and cAMP to final concentrations of 0.2% and 1 mM, 

respectively for T7 polymerase induction. Strains containing both pCS6 and a 

pET3c_MRLFV/ompA plasmid showed delayed growth compared to cells only containing 

pCS6, see Figure 19. Growth was only little affected by induced T7 polymerase expression in 

the absence of a pET3c plasmid. Induced OmpA expression barely affected the growth, 

whereas MRLFV expression led to reduced growth.  

 

Figure 19. Cell growth curves. Left: cells containing pCS6 only with or without arabinose induction (blue and red lines) 

and cells containing pCS6 + pET3c_MRcguLFV with or without induction (yellow and purple lines). Right: cells containing 

pCS6 only with or without arabinose induction (blue and red lines) and cells containing pCS6 + pET3c_ompA with or 

without induction (yellow and purple lines). Lines represent the average of 4 measurements with error bars representing 

standard deviations.   
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Appendix G – HMM output for all 4-state models 

Presented below is the HMM output, i.e., the diffusion constant, occupancy and dwell time 

for each state in the 4-state models presented in the report.  

Table 4. HMM output from the 4-state model for all experiments presented in this work. 

Chromosomal expression of TF-HaloTag  N = 143 298 

D (µm2s-1): 0.082 ± 0.001 0.205 ± 0.002 3.030 ± 0.031 36.825 ± 1.642 

Occupancy: 0.533 ± 0.009 0.317 ± 0.007 0.140 ± 0.003 0.009 ± 0.001 

Dwell time (s): 0.671 ± 0.037 0.056 ± 0.001 0.021 ± 0.000 0.009 ± 0.000 

TF-HaloTag at low expression levels N = 35 066 

D (µm2s-1): 0.056 ± 0.003 0.165 ± 0.005 2.395 ± 0.069 32.459 ± 2.054 

Occupancy: 0.667 ± 0.020 0.234 ± 0.016 0.082 ± 0.006 0.017 ± 0.002 

Dwell time (s): 0.704 ± 0.066 0.060 ± 0.003 0.019 ± 0.001 0.011 ± 0.001 

TF-HaloTag at high expression levels N = 20 329 

D (µm2s-1): 0.048 ± 0.006 0.275 ± 0.010 3.827 ± 0.048 37.955 ± 2.498 

Occupancy: 0.192 ± 0.017 0.214 ± 0.010 0.562 ± 0.016 0.032 ± 0.004 

Dwell time (s): 0.436 ± 0.079 0.044 ± 0.002 0.131 ± 0.007 0.019 ± 0.002 

TF-HaloTag in cells treated with rifampicin N = 86 098 

D (µm2s-1): 0.085 ± 0.003 1.296 ± 0.025 4.734 ± 0.045 42.245 ± 1.308 

Occupancy: 0.305 ± 0.010 0.222 ± 0.006 0.450 ± 0.010 0.022 ± 0.001 

Dwell time (s): 0.183 ± 0.009 0.100 ± 0.004 0.189 ± 0.010 0.015 ± 0.001 

TF-HaloTag Mutant N = 29 557 

D (µm2s-1): 0.050 ± 0.005 0.982 ± 0.048 5.847 ± 0.061 25.337 ± 0.873 

Occupancy: 0.136 ± 0.015 0.035 ± 0.004 0.725 ± 0.015 0.104 ± 0.007 

Dwell time (s): 0.471 ± 0.081 0.079 ± 0.011 0.513 ± 0.043 0.058 ± 0.006 

TF-HaloTag in cells overexpressing T7-Polymerase N = 55 841 

D (µm2s-1): 0.084 ± 0.002 0.205 ± 0.003 2.873 ± 0.053 34.084 ± 2.066 

Occupancy: 0.461 ± 0.014 0.347 ± 0.010 0.182 ± 0.006 0.010 ± 0.001 

Dwell time (s): 0.738 ± 0.074 0.058 ± 0.002 0.025 ± 0.001 0.009 ± 0.001 

TF-HaloTag in cells overexpressing T7-Polymerase and OmpA N = 144 585 

D (µm2s-1): 0.082 ± 0.001 0.212 ± 0.002 3.360 ± 0.031 36.078 ± 1.938 

Occupancy: 0.542 ± 0.009 0.316 ± 0.007 0.135 ± 0.003 0.007 ± 0.001 

Dwell time (s): 0.706 ± 0.041 0.052 ± 0.001 0.020 ± 0.000 0.011 ± 0.001 

TF-HaloTag in cells overexpressing T7-Polymerase and MRLFV  N = 54 684 

D (µm2s-1): 0.097 ± 0.003 0.692 ± 0.015 2.119 ± 0.028 28.545 ± 1.401 

Occupancy: 0.362 ± 0.014 0.274 ± 0.011 0.349 ± 0.011 0.015 ± 0.001 

Dwell time (s): 0.197 ± 0.012 0.148 ± 0.009 0.132 ± 0.007 0.008 ± 0.000 
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